THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

1982 34th ANNUAL MEETING, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

PROGRAM AND PROCEEDINGS

CRIME AND CRIMINOLOGY IN THE AMERICAS

SHERATON CENTRE HOTEL, TORONTO
November 3-6, 1982
PROGRAM SUMMARY

Wednesday, November 3, 1982

1:00-8:00 Registration (Second Floor Lobby)
1:00-5:00 ASC Executive Board Meeting (Wentworth)
5:30-7:00 International Criminology and Women and Crime Divisions' Sponsored Reception (Civic Ballroom)

Thursday, November 4, 1982

8:00-7:00 Registration
10:00-6:00 Book Exhibit (Essex)
9:00-6:00 Employment Exchange (Windsor West)
8:30-10:15 SESSIONS #1-12

#1 Sociocultural Perspective in Differing Contexts (Elgin)
#2 Native North Americans, the Law, and Criminal Justice Policy (Wentworth)
#3 Informal Social Control and Neighborhood Crime Prevention: Theory and Research (Kenora)
#4 Privatization of Social Control (Huron)
#5 Delinquency Prevention Research and Development (Kent)
#6 Reconsidering Delinquency Control (Simcoe)
#7 Legal Issues in the Administration of Justice (Dufferin)
#8 Psychiatric Facilities and Intervention Strategies for the Dangerous (Algoma)
#9 Juvenile Delinquency: Selected Studies (Oxford)
#10 Methodological Issues in Research on Capital Punishment (Norfolk)
#11 Perspectives on Violence and Rape: The Victimization of Women (York)
#12 Career Criminality and Drug Use (Peel)

10:30-12:15 SESSIONS #13-24

#13 Rights and Social Structure About the World (Elgin)
#14 Analyzing Performance in Criminal Justice Agencies (Wentworth)
#15 Control Theory: Synthesis and Revisions (Kenora)
#16 Issues in Policing (Huron)
#17 Issues in Policy Formulation and Implementation (Kent)
#18 Dying for a Living: Workplace Violence (Simcoe)
#19 Selective Incapacitation (Dufferin)
#20 Selected Studies on Sentencing and the Courts (Algoma)
#21 Crime Prevention: Issues and Outcomes (Oxford)
#22 Problems of Inference in Surveys of the Literature (Norfolk)
#23 Longitudinal Studies of Female Offenders (York)
#24 Historical Studies in Criminology and Penology (Peel)

12:30-1:30 Plenary Session – Gwynn Nettler, Edwin Sutherland Award Winner (Dominion Ballroom)
1:45-3:15 Plenary Session – Policing Political Activity (Dominion Ballroom)
3:30-5:15 ASC Division on Women and Crime Meeting (Windsor East)
3:30-15 SESSIONS #25-36

#25 Comparative Criminology: Methods and Trends (Elgin)
#26 Paradigms of Organized Crime: An Empirical Assessment (Wentworth)
#27 Elderly Crime and Elderly Criminals (Kenora)
#28 Prison Violence and Disturbances (Huron)
#29 Principles of Criminal Law and Criminological Theory: Points of Convergence and Divergence (Kent)
The Judiciary: Policy and Management Issues (Simcoe)
Conventional Criminal Violence: Patterns and Etiology (Dufferin)
The Legacy of LEAA (Algoma)
Social Control Through Subtle Means (Oxford)
A Cross Cultural Study of Prosecutorial Decision Making (Norfolk)
Women Working as Criminal Justice Processing Agents (York)
Critical Issues in the Measurement of Crime: Official Data, Self-reports, and Victimization Studies (Peel)

3:30-5:15 ROUNDTABLES A1-D4 (Dominion Ballroom North)

5:30-7:00 SESSIONS #37-48

Comparative Law: Selected Topics (Elgin)
Research on Structural Problems in Criminal Justice Agencies (Wentworth)
evaluation Research in Criminology (Kenora)
The Future of Rehabilitation and Treatment in Criminology (Huron)
Police Studies (Kent)
Teaching Criminology: Perspectives, Problems and Prospects (Simcoe)
Corporate and Occupational Crime (Dufferin)
The Future of Criminal Justice Planning (Algoma)
Contemporary Ethical Issues in Criminal Justice (Oxford)
Is a Theory of Rural Delinquency Possible? (Norfolk)
Legal Legacy or Legal Albatross: The Effect of Criminal Code Changes on Women (York)
Developmental Changes in Delinquent Conduct (Peel)

5:30-7:00 ROUNDTABLES A5-D9 (Dominion Ballroom North)

7:30-8:00 No-Host Cocktail Reception (Civic Ballroom Foyer)
8:00-10:00 ASC Annual Banquet (Civic Ballroom)
  Speaker: The Honorable Robert Kaplan, Solicitor General of Canada

Friday, November 5, 1982

8:00-7:00 Registration (Second Floor Lobby)
10:00-5:30 Book Exhibit (Essex)
9:00-6:00 Employment Exchange (Windsor West)
8:30-10:15 SESSIONS #49-60

Perceptions of Delinquency and Social Upheaval: Comparative Analysis (Elgin)
Issues of Validity and Reliability in Criminal Justice Research (Wentworth)
Participation and Job Satisfaction in the Profession (Kenora)
Trends in Criminal Justice (Huron)
Profiles of Dangerous Offences and Offenders (Kent)
Policy Evaluation and the Criminal Justice System (Simcoe)
Thinking About Rehabilitation: An Inquiry Into Some Key Concepts (Dufferin)
The Future of Criminology: Issues and Perspectives (Carleton)
Fear of Crime (Oxford)
Recent Developments in Operations Research Models in Criminal Justice (Norfolk)
Female Delinquency: Paternity, Protectiveness and Fairness (York)
Mental Assessments of Criminal Defendants: True and Apparent Agendas (Peel)
Criminal Investigation: International Research (Windsor East)
8:30-10:15 ROUNDTABLES A9-D12 (Dominion Ballroom North)

10:30-12:15 SESSIONS #62-74

#62 Comparative Law Enforcement (Elgin)
#63 Can Political Policing be Legally Restrained? (Wentworth)
#64 Theoretical Issues in Delinquency: Etiology and Response (Kenora)
#65 Criminal Careers of the Violent (Huron)
#66 Criminology and Public Policy (Kent)
#67 Research on the Severity of Crime and the Uses of Seriousness Measure (Simcoe)
#68 Reagons and Crime (Dufferin)
#69 Critical Criminology in Canada, Etc? (Carleton)
#70 The Contemporary Prison: Textbook and Reality (Oxford)
#71 Professional Crime: Modern Forms (Norfolk)
#72 "Do I Have to Ride With Her?" Women on Patrol (York)
#73 Victimization (Peel)
#74 Criminal Investigations: Synthesis (Windsor East)

10:30-12:15 ROUNDTABLES A13-D16 (Dominion Ballroom North)

12:30-1:30 Plenary Session: Fredrick Mcclintock, Sellin-Glueck Award Winner (Dominion Ballroom)
1:45 - 3:15 Plenary Session: Contemporary Problems Facing the Judiciary System (Dominion Ballroom)
3:30 - 4:30 ASC Annual Business Meeting (Dominion Ballroom)
4:15 - 5:30 ASC Division on International Criminology Meeting (Windsor East)
4:45 - 6:30 SESSIONS #75-86

#75 Corrections: The Problem of Social Control in the Prison (Elgin)
#76 Research on Punishment and Deterrence (Wentworth)
#77 Juvenile Delinquency Research in Canada (Kenora)
#78 The Prediction of Dangerousness (Huron)
#79 The Future of Criminology: Interdisciplinary Approaches and Applications (Kent)
#80 The Humanist Perspective in Criminology: What Is It? (Simcoe)
#81 Conservative Criminology (Dufferin)
#82 The Rape Offender and Criminal Career Research (Carleton)
#83 Conceptual and Policy Issues in Organized and White Collar Crime (Oxford)
#84 International Aspects of Organized Crime (Norfolk)
#85 Illegal, Immoral and Hazardous to Your Health—Especially for Women Offenders (York)
#86 Methodological Issues in Deterrence Research (Peel)

4:45- 6:30 ROUNDTABLES A17-D20 (Dominion Ballroom North)

Saturday, November 6, 1982

8:00- 7:00 Registration (Second Floor Lobby)
9:00- 3:45 Book Exhibit (Essex)
9:00- 6:00 Employment Exchange (Windsor West)
8:30-10:15 SESSIONS #87-98

#87 Comparative Corrections (Elgin)
#88 Methodological Issues in the Study of Homicide (Wentworth)
#89 The Role of the Prisoners’ Movement Under Contemporary Economic and Social Policy (Kenora)
Methodological Issues in the Econometric Study of Crime (Huron)
Issues in Juvenile Justice: Sex, Race and Crime Trends (Kent)
Youth Gang Crime and Gang Control (Simcoe)
Theft and Violence (Dufferin)
Treatment of Offenders: Does It Work? (Carleton)
The Federal Bureau of Investigation and Martin Luther King, Jr. (Oxford)
Methodological Issues in Gun Control Research (Norfolk)
Understanding Female Crime and Punishment: Interdisciplinary Contributions (York)
State Crime: Its Study and its Manifestations (Peel)

8:30-10:15  ROUNDTABLES A21-D24 (Dominion Ballroom North)
10:30-12:15  SESSIONS #99-110

99  Public Participation and Criminal Justice: Japan and China (Elgin)
100  Criminology and Victim Assistance (Wentworth)
101  Class, State and Ideology: Marxist Inquiries into Law and Crime (Kenora)
102  In Search of Justice: The Debate Over Sentencing (Huron)
103  Problems in Incapacitation Research (Kent)
104  Juvenile Justice and the Community (Simcoe)
105  The Future of Juvenile Justice (Dufferin)
106  "Aging in-and-out" of Crime (Carleton)
108  Policy and Management Issues in Probation and Parole (Norfolk)
109  Role of Gender in Criminal Court Decisions (York)
110  Incarceration and Public Policy Choices (Peel)

10:30-12:15  ROUNDTABLES A25-D28
12:30-1:30  Plenary Session: Don Gottfredson, August Vollmer Award Winner (Dominion Ballroom)
1:45-3:15  Plenary Session: Punishment and Corrections (Dominion Ballroom)
3:30-5:15  SESSIONS #111-122

111  Crossnational Trends: Their Criminological Implications (Elgin)
112  Differentiate Sentencing for Juveniles (Wentworth)
113  Self-reports and Delinquency: Specific Problems (Kenora)
114  Parole: Innovations in Policy and Evaluation (Huron)
115  Criminological Theory: Traditional Issues and New Approaches (Kent)
116  Integrating Theory and Practice (Simcoe)
117  Victims Without Crimes: Violence Against Consumers, Workers and the General Public (Dufferin)
118  Law, Legal Reform and the State (Carleton)
119  Macro Analysis of Crime (Oxford)
120  Family Violence: Social and Legal Implications (Norfolk)
121  Women and Violence (York)
122  The Role of the Profession in the Advocacy of Criminal Justice Reform (Peel)

3:30-5:15  ROUNDTABLES A29-C31
5:30-7:00  SESSIONS #123-134

123  Police Use of Force (Elgin)
124  Integrating Theory, Basic Research and Applied Research in Criminology (Wentworth)
125  Problems in Field Research in Criminology (Kenora)
# 126 Minorities and the Criminal Justice System (Huron)
# 127 Moral and Ethical Dilemmas in the Investigation of and Interventions Concerning the Dangerous (Kent)
# 128 Critical Issues and Paradigms in Drug Abuse Research (Simcoe)
# 129 Community-based Program Interventions for and Responses to the Serious Juvenile Offender (Dufferin)
# 130 Writing in Prison (Carleton)
# 131 Police Professionalism (Peel)
# 132 The Criminal Justice System and Sexual Assault Crimes (Norfolk)
# 133 Subcultural Notions of Female Criminality (York)
# 134 1982 ASC Program: An Open Discussion for any or all Participants (Oxford)

7:30-11:00 ASC Executive Board Meeting (Wentworth)